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Abstract. Derivation of parallel three-hole of small spacing Tunnel in shallow non- bias case, 
surrounding rock pressure formula in sequence of first side hole after middle hole excavation, 
drawn the corresponding computational model For the study of parallel three holes of small clear 
space tunnel surrounding rock pressure in the case of size and distribution in a shallow non- bias, 
and impact of the law by earth covering thickness change, conducted a comparative calculation 
When the tunnel clear distance is certain, on the whole, three holes tunnel outside vertical pressure 
and lateral pressure with depth increases increasing, and approximately linear growth By contrast, 
drawn parallel to the three-hole and small spacing tunnel excavation, three holes to force state has 
deteriorated compared with norms calculated in single hole excavation, the calculation specification 
requires only symmetric stress state is chosen not safe conclusion  

The most representative works of our country tunneling engineering tunnel surrounding rock 
pressure calculation is rock pressure single hole tunneling calculations The actual engineering 
practice, parallel three holes and large section of small clear space tunnel gradually use, its 
"multi-cavern effect" obviously, but no suitable surrounding rock pressure calculation In addition, 
cavern excavation sequence between the value of the load great influence, If confined cavern final 
state, obvious un-reasonable To this end, the theoretical calculation method to explore parallel three 
holes and large section of small clear space tunnel. 

Load Calculation Mode 

For convenience of calculation to simplify calculation model basic hypothesis and simplified as 
follows [1, 2] 

(1) Calculation analysis process, it is assumed as a single continuous medium surrounding rock; 
horizontal ground and are shallow tunnel; between three holes equally spaced and horizontal 
direction parallel arrangement According to above work wan can take the middle hole medial axis 
for the sector, taking half for analysis 

(2) Consider the interaction of adjacent tunnel construction, construction order is sided holes(left 
and right hole) excavation first(Simultaneously or successively excavation),then middle hole 
excavation When the excavation sided holes, without considering the interaction between the two 
holes, Within two lateral tunnel surrounding rock pressure calculation formula is consistent with the 
specification in the case of a single hole in the tunnel; when excavation middle hole, Surrounding 
the outer edge of the sided hole pressure remains unchanged, On the interaction region (medialand 
vault) the force correction 

(3) Due to the small neighborhood tunnel clear distance D is generally small, Calculate the left 
hole and the middle hole rock pile within fracture plane intersection point to two side hole 
distance 1D , 2D , 1D  can be D/2 approximately  
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Load Calculation  

Load Size and Distribution 

Before Middle Hole Excavation Load Calculation. When left hole and right hole excavation 
first, there is no impact on each other, so it is the same with a single tunnel excavation, surrounding 
rock pressure in medial and lateral of the tunnel is symmetric distribution, its surrounding rock 
pressure distribution pattern shown in Figure 1   

 
Fig. 1 The Left and Right Tunnel Excavation, Surrounding Rock Pressure Distribution Patterns in 

Around Hole Tunnel Shallow Non- bias 

Load calculation formula is as follows [3]:  

sided holes lateral horizontal pressure: i ie h (kN/m2)                                   (1) 

vault vertical pressure:  

HH 1 tanq
B

  
 

  
  (kN/m2)                               (2) 

which lateral pressure coefficient:  
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Fracture angle   are separately 1 , 2  as left hole, right hole Produce maximum thrust by 

1T , 3T : 
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in which, ih  is calculated point depth, that calculation points to the distance from the 
ground(m)。 

After Middle Hole Excavation Load Calculation. After middle hole excavation, two lateral 
tunnel surrounding rock pressure remained unchanged, the rupture slip body formed in the inside 
surrounding rock were the original triangle landslide body becomes a trapezoid landslide body 
Fracture plane formed on both sides of the middle hole tunnel in the lower part of the horizontal 
angle 2  

Based on the hypothesis (1), the distribution of sided holes will be left holes surrounding rock 
loads for example 

(1) Middle hole lateral horizontal pressure   
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Fig. 2 Middle Hole Tunnel Excavation, Hole Tunnel Surrounding Rock Side Pressure Diagram with 

the Surrounding Rock Pressure Distribution Patterns 

According to the calculation of sine theorem and force equilibrium conditions can be obtained in 
frictional rock surrounding the middle hole on both sides of the body resistance 2T  is as follows: 

     2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2

tan 2 tan 4 tan
2 2 8

D h h D D h D D h D
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Set 2 is lateral pressure coefficient of the middle hole, according to the definition of lateral 
pressure coefficient Shows: 

 
2 2
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Joint Formula (5), (6), (7), we get: 
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When generating maximum thrust 2T , get 
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Fracture angle 2  calculated to produce maximum thrust 2T when available as follows: 
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The inside of the left hole to get the medial lateral pressure if values 2 into equation (1)  
(2) The middle hole vault vertical pressure 
Gravity of Overburden Rocks on the middle hole tunnel vault of is middleW , both sides are being 

slip surface resistance as 2T , possible to obtain the total vertical pressure acting on the plane is: 

  tanH-Bsin2WQ 22middleshallow2 HT                              (10) 

After conversion into a uniform load vault vertical pressure for the middle hole: 
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The inside edge of the sided hole surrounding rock pressure calculation can be calculated with 
reference to the process of middle hole lateral horizontal pressure, Simplify the calculation load 
chart, establishment inside edge of the sided hole surrounding rock pressure distribution pattern, 

using the weight 1W   of surrounding rock and 1T   as soil on both sides of the tunnel vault crown 
settlement soil column imposed slip surface resistance, Calculate medial lateral pressure coefficient 

of the left hole as 1  , set 1   into equation (1),then can get inside of the left hole to get 
the medial lateral pressure; Calculate vault vertical pressure of the left hole is equated with vault 
vertical pressure of the middle hole, using gravity of Overburden Rocks on the left hole tunnel vault 
is leftW , both sides are being slip surface resistance is 1T  and 1T  ,we can get the total vertical 
pressure acting on the plane after the middle hole excavation, After conversion into a distributed 
loadvault vertical pressure for the left hole: and the paper assumes a linear variation between inside 
and outside the tunnel, surrounding Rock pressure calculation method and processes of right hole is 
similar with left hole[4,5,6]. 

Tunnel Surrounding Rock Pressure Group Characteristics 

Select a different tunnel design parameters calculated by the above theories surrounding rock 
pressure, comparative analysis parallel three holes of small clear space tunnel surrounding rock 
pressure in the case of size and distribution in a shallow non- bias, and impact of the influence law 
by earth covering thickness change[7,8,9,10,11] 

Depth on the Rock Pressure 

Select the calculation parameters: a parallel three holes and Large section of small clear space 
tunnel, single tunnel double, excavation span B=14m, mH g 12 ,the type of surrounding rock is V , 

severe of surrounding rock is 3/20 mkN , internal friction angle  24 ,calculation friction 

angle c 45  , 27  , Tunnel clear distance D and depth H selected depending on the 
calculation conditions. 

Equivalent load height is available [3]: 

 5 10.45 2 1 0.1 14 5 13.7qh m                                              (12) 

Figures 3 and 4 for parallel three-hole of small spacing Tunnel clear distance D = 8m of Ⅴ 
surrounding rock, Three holes tunnel medial and lateral vertical pressure and lateral pressure and 
their ratio with depth change curve. 

   
(a) Vertical pressure                        (b) Lateral pressure 

Fig. 3 Surrounding Rock Pressure Curve with the Tunnel Depth of Parallel Three-hole of Small 
Neighborhood Tunnel Shallow Non – bias 
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(a) Vertical pressure ratio                   (b) Lateral pressure ratio 

Fig. 4 Surrounding Rock Pressure Ratio Curve with the Tunnel Depth of Parallel Three-hole of 
Small Neighborhood Tunnel Shallow Non - bias  

Figure 3 shows: on the whole, three holes tunnel outside vertical pressure and lateral pressure 
with depth increases increasing, and approximately linear growth First excavated left hole and right 
hole, their medial vertical pressure were greater than the lateral of tunnel, however, medial lateral 
pressure were less than lateral of tunnel, and with the tunnel depth increases, increasing the pressure 
difference between inside and outside is relatively large, show more obvious bias of the tunnel; 
surrounding rock pressure in the excavation of the middle hole then symmetrical distribution. 

As apparent from Figure 4: compared with the standardized single-hole case, makes the first 
excavation of right and left hole Vertical pressure of  medial of the vault are all greater than 
specification because middle hole excavation, and with increasing depth ratio is further increased, 
Vertical pressure of lateral of the vault are equal with specification; right and left hole which  
lateral pressure of medial are less than specification, their  lateral pressure of lateral are equal with 
specification; the last excavation of middle hole lateral pressure symmetrical distribution, but both 
sides of lateral pressure than specification is small, which Vertical pressure of lateral of the vault is 
equal with specification; after excavation of middle hole, Making the first excavation of left and 
right hole have maximum vertical pressure of medial, medial the lateral vertical pressure of middle 
hole in the second, lateral of left and right hole is the smallest. 

Conclusion 

Through parallel three-hole of small neighborhood Tunnel,in a non-bias case shallow and 
excavation sequence of first sided holes then middle hole, derivation surrounding rock pressure 
calculation formula, a more reasonable calculation model and using the calculation model feature 
analysis, concluded that:(1) Under the order of excavation sequence of first sided holes then middle 
hole, surrounding Rock pressure of the side hole from the symmetric distribution becomes 
asymmetric distribution, Biased obvious effect on both sided holes, surrounding rock pressure of 
middle hole is symmetric distribution, stress characteristics is similar with structure of compressed 
tunnel, Three-hole stress state has deteriorated compared with code calculating when calculating a 
single tunnel excavation(2) Three holes tunnel surrounding rock pressure calculations by theoretical 
calculation results are different with code calculating, Conducting design calculations of supporting 
structure under parallel three-hole of small neighborhood Tunnel in shallow non- bias case, should 
calculate Separately for the left and right hole and the middle hole, not always the case, mere "feel" 
and experience a certain percentage of the load to amplification The specification only symmetrical 
stress state calculate is chosen not safe 
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